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MUSIC AS MEDICINE FOR THE MIND
By Kay S. Wolf
For many, the holiday season’s carols and jingle-jangle melodies evoke joy and
nostalgia, but is a music connection still possible for those with neurodegenerative diseases who may be drifting away from loved
ones? Happily, there is a positive answer.
Carol Rosenstein founded the nonprofit Music Mends Minds eight years ago
after Irwin, her husband of 38 years who suffered from Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s, had
seemingly succumbed to the distant fog of
those diseases. Once a real estate attorney
with an ear for music, Irwin went through a
renaissance of sorts on his piano, playing a
lively set of standards despite his mental and
physical challenges. Carol latched onto the
opportunity to explore whether music could
continue to spark Irwin’s improvement. According to Irwin’s neurologist, Carol had
witnessed the power of music changing brain
chemistry: Playing musical instruments can
trigger a complex neurological workout,
pushing dopamine levels and enabling a
hopeful and more vibrant means of communicating and oftentimes, combating depression.
Jump to today, MMM and partner
Rotary International Clubs are offering 20
musical support groups for individuals with
Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, traumatic brain
injury, PTSD, and other neurological disorders. Hoping to extend Irwin’s transformative experience to others who were similarly

challenged, Carol first established a performing group in Brentwood called The Fifth Dementia. Since that time, 24 concerts have been
held, and in 2018, Carol was featured as one
of 20 CNN Heroes. The Studio City-Sherman
Oaks Rotary Club-sponsored Jazzanovas band
began six years ago and plays music most
Wednesdays from 1:30 to 3:30pm at the Universalist Unitarian Church at 12355 Moorpark
Street. There are also tri-weekly virtual singalongs hosted by a music therapist for those
interested in experiencing the role music plays
in changing brain chemistry.
Many music therapists have witnessed how songs are tied to strong emotional
experiences, and research has shown that musical ability is not only stored in one brain area,
it is its own language of sorts, ingrained
throughout the brain’s processing mechanisms.
You may recall the inspirational stories of Glen
Campbell’s “Goodbye Tour” and last year’s
Tony Bennett performance with Lady Gaga
at Radio City Music Hall – despite having
Alzheimer’s Disease, both Campbell and
Bennett wowed their audiences.
Carol explains, “Every three seconds
someone is being diagnosed with dementia,
every 65 seconds Alzheimer’s, and every nine
minutes Parkinson’s. Although there is no cure
for seniors suffering these diseases, music offers hope. Music storage cells form at seven
months in utero and remain intact through our
entire continuum of life. What we see with seniors in the mid to late continuum, despite having lost a good deal of their identities, is that
they retain their musicality, even the ability to
learn new genres of music.”
The MMM groups emphasize play-

and mobility issues kept him from connecting, the music brought him back to himself. It
is hoped that while research for a cure continues, music will form a bridge to restore a sense
of self and renew relationships. What greater
gift is there?
Information on Jazzanovas:
Contact Carol Rosenstein
at 818-326-0500
On line: Music Mends Minds:
musicmendsminds.org
and info@musicmendsminds.org
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Jazzanovas ready to rehearse

ing and singing music, without stigma or a focus on illness and, as a result, many participants have moved from detachment and agitation to calm and a re-connection with loved
ones.
A recent grant is enabling MMM and
partners to start music groups in nine designated zones of Dementia Friendly Cities in the
LA area. These communities inform residents
of safety and courtesy measures to improve
the quality of life for individuals with dementia, their families, and caregivers.
Irwin Rosenstein passed away almost two years ago, but he rediscovered music during his last years of life. Even if speech

By the SCSOE News Staff

In Alderson’s new world, paranoia
reigns
supreme, corporations form
Mr. Robot- The Ultimate Collection
alliances, friendships are tested, betrayals are inevitable and the final twists are
For the Sc-fi enthuunexpected. Included are 45 episodes and
siast in house, here
special bonus features including the makis something for
ing of show, many deleted scenes, spetheir shelves.
cial commentary and more!
Considered ground
Amazon Prime Amazon.com
breaking TV when
-Stephen Phenow
first viewed, “Mr.
Robot”
stars
Emmy winning
Rami Malek as the star hacktivist Elliot The Rolls Royce of Turntables
Alderson. Disillusioned with modern For the vinyl record lover on your list,
society, programmer Alderson suffers start off right with something state of the
from social anxiety, takes opiates to cope art, built to last and priced just right.
and hacking people is his primary means Head over to Shelley’s Stereo in Woodof human connection. Alderson’s world land Hills, the Valley’s premier Rega
undergoes a sudden upheaval when he Dealer, Shelley’s has been selling Regas
meets the charismatic Mr. Robot (a persince forever. My first real turntable was
fect Christian Slater), as the mysterious
leader of an underground hacker group a Rega. Today’s modern Rega starts with
that wants to destroy corporations’ the Rega Model P1. Entry level and built
records of debtors to trigger a worldwide to last, it costs $600. Then there’s the P1
revolution. He wants to recruit the bril- plus which includes a built in phono
liant Alderson to help take down the preamp, all in one for just $750. The Rega
“Man” and achieve his world wide vi- P3 is around $1400 and can be an end
sion.
game turntable. These are not toys. If you
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commit to one of these Regas, you're
making an investment as well as upping your audiophile game. You'll
probably never have to buy another
turntable again, unless to want to upgrade to another Rega. Top models
can go for thousands more. Shelley’s
Stereo has been around since the
Carter Administration, so they can
really give you good advice. Isn’t that
nice?
Give them a call at
818.716.8500.
Shelleys’ Stereo, 22012 Clarendon St,
Woodland
Hills
91367
www.shelleysstereo.com
- Jim Kaplan
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From the Assessor's Office

Publisher’s Note
It's hard to believe that this is the last
issue of 2022! It has certainly been
an eventful year.
We welcome back Kay S. Wolf this
month, with her inspiring cover story,
Music as Medicine For the Mind.
Resident real estate expert Matt
Epstein says don't pout, the market
will get better, remember the interest
rates of the 1980s?
Thanks for your letters and feedback
on the cover story last month by Heidi
MacKay and Janine Milne about
Harvard-Westlake's plans for
Weddington Golf and Tennis.
Homeowners of Encino president Eliot
Cohen addresses the issue in his column this month, Saving Weddington.
Supervisor Barger writes about one
of her favorite traditions, the LA
County Adopt-a-Family program that
lets anyone sponsor a family in need
this holiday season.
Teen Talk's Adeline Bunje reminds us
that for high school seniors, the holidays also mean college application
season, this can be a stressful time,
she offers some tips for staying focused and relaxed.
Once again we bring you our annual
Holiday Gift Guide, this year we have
tried to find something for every taste
and price point.
Happy Holidays everyone!

You can pick up
The News at:
Studio City Library
12511 Moorpark St.
Laurel Canyon Newstand
Corner of Laurel Canyon &
Ventura Blvd,
Studio City
Coffee Roasters
13567 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks
Sherman Oaks Library
14245 Moorpark St.
Encino/Tarzana Library
18231 Ventura Blvd.
Studio City Sherman Oaks Encino News
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Community Colleges Pathway to
Assessor Jobs: An Update
A year ago, our office conceived an
innovative jobs training program
with local community colleges that
has constructed a direct pipeline to
good-paying County jobs and we
are currently working on an
expansion to additional institutions.
The Real Estate Appraiser III
Certificate Program at West Los
Angeles College and the Appraiser
Assistant Training Program at Rio
Hondo College are “first-of-itskind,” as articulated by the Los
Angeles Community College
District. More important, they fill
the need of replacing 30 or so
valuable property appraisers who
leave the Department each year
through retirements, job relocation,
and other factors.
The programs provide students with
the training needed to embark on a
career as property appraisers or an
opportunity to receive the necessary
training to apply for employment as
an appraiser assistant.
Let’s take a quick look back at how
this all began before I provide you
with an update.
When I was first elected in 2014, I
noticed immediately the challenge
of attracting qualified candidates to
the Department. In a good year, the
Assessor’s Office could train inhouse about 30 new appraisers, if
we could start a class. There were
some years when we had no classes
and these positions went unfilled.
I, along with valuable members of
my staff, began to reach out to
outside agencies to see what could
be done. The Los Angeles
Community College District was
willing to help. The county’s
Department
of
Workforce
Development,
Aging
and
Community Services was willing to
help. In fact, they proved to be
instrumental. Also, I solicited
support from the Board of
Supervisors because I most
assuredly believe that the County
could benefit from a new pathway
for qualified candidates in general,
not just for the Assessor’s Office.
In August of 2020, Supervisor for
the First District Hilda L. Solis, who
leads the Boards efforts on its
workforce development initiatives,
put forth a motion to explore
training programs and curriculums
currently offered at local colleges.
The first collaboration was with
West LA College and is the Real
Estate Appraiser III Certificate of
Achievement Program.
This training is comprised of
students already hired and
undergoing the required instruction
before going to work in the field.
The goal is to shift much of the

By Jeff Prang
Los Angeles
County Assessor
Assessor ’s in-house classroom
training for basic appraisal principles
to the college classroom.
The second course of instruction is
with Rio Hondo College and is the
Appraiser Assistant Training
Program. The training program is
comprised of four tuition-free,
noncredit courses.
Upon successful completion of the
program, students will receive a
noncredit certificate in California
Property Taxation and Appraisal, and
an opportunity to apply for
employment at the Assessor’s Office
as an Appraiser Assistant. These are
actual jobs that pay an annual salary
between $45,000 and $55,000 to start.
Both these programs are up and
running and are proving to be
successful. Four Appraiser Assistants
have already been hired – this number
is growing as the students complete
the requisite courses - and are
currently working in the Assessor’s
Office, having graduated from the Rio
Hondo Program. About 46 candidates
have qualified to apply for the
Appraiser Assistant position. Assessor
managers are interviewing candidates
right now for the openings.
Meanwhile, 21 newly hired appraisers
have completed classes at West Los
Angeles College and 100 more are
scheduled to take the classes. This
allows our in-house instructors to
focus on assessing property values
that bring much-needed revenue into
the County coffers.
Moreover, the Community College
Program is preparing to launch a new
program at Mt. San Antonio College
for another career profession with the
Los Angeles County Assessor’s
Office, the Ownership Technician.
Building on the successful program
at Rio Hondo College, Mt. SAC
students will be able to enroll in a
similarly designed program and upon
completion, will have the opportunity
to apply for employment as an
Ownership Technician.
I will keep you posted in the months
ahead how the jobs’ training program
progresses. For more information
about these and other programs
offered by the Los Angeles County
Assessor, go to assessor.lacounty.gov.
Los Angeles County Assessor Jeff
Prang has been in office since 2014.
Upon taking office, Prang
implemented sweeping reforms to
ensure that the strictest ethical
guidelines rooted in fairness,
accuracy and integrity would be
adhered to in his office, which is the
largest office of its kind in the nation
with about 1,400 employees and
provides the foundation for a
property tax system that generates
$19 billion annually for vital public
services.
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Holiday Greetings From CD4

Dear Friends,
It’s hard to wrap my head around
it already being the holidays! With
Thanksgiving behind us, I’m reflecting on
all I’m thankful for — in particular, our
network of community-rooted partners,
who are integral to connecting District 4
constituents to the resources and services
they need.
My team and I have been
overwhelmed by the generosity and
enthusiasm of some of these partners, who
are helping to make sure the holidays are
a little brighter for all Angelenos — I
invite you to participate in one (or all!) of
the partnered events we have planned:
CD4 + SONG Annual Donation Drive |
December 3
Join the Sherman Oaks Neighborhood
Council and Council District 4 for the
Annual Drive to benefit the NoHo Home
Alliance. Donations requested include:
men’s jeans (size 34-40), men’s new
underwear & t-shirts, and women’s new
underwear & t-shirts. Donations can be
dropped at Notre Dame High School
(13645 Riverside Dr) at the Woodman
Ave entrance on Saturday, December 3,
from 11 AM to 2 PM.
CD4 + Friends Encino Toy Drive |
November 28-December 23
Help make the holidays special for
children across L.A. with a donation to
our Holiday Toy Drive, hosted with
Encino Community Center, Encino
Neighborhood Council, and The SoCal
Sound! New toys for all ages and gift
cards can be dropped at Encino

From the Desk of CD2

By Nithya Raman

Big changes are coming to City Hall.
The people of Los Angeles have elected a new
Mayor, a new City Attorney, Controller, and
five new Councilmembers, a third of the entire Council.
I had the pleasure of serving with
Mayor-elect Karen Bass in Sacramento, when
she was Speaker of the Assembly and I was
Assistant Majority Leader. Her talent for coalition building will be vitally important as we
navigate the many complicated and difficult
crises that are before us.
The people of Los Angeles are justifiably angry about the racism and divisiveness
they heard in the leaked audio recording of
three Councilmembers discussing the City’s
redistricting process. Voters are eager to reform
the system that gave rise to the zero-sum, usagainst-them backroom dealing we all heard
on that recording.
Since becoming Council President
in October, I have appointed a new Ad Hoc
Committee on City Governance Reform,
charged with implementing reforms to increase
transparency, limit corruption, and make City
leadership more representative of our communities, with the aim of restoring the faith of the
people of Los Angeles in their City government. I will chair the committee, with
Councilember Nithya Raman serving as Vice
Chair, along with Councilmembers Bob
Blumenfield, Marqueece Harris-Dawson and
Heather Hutt.
I am charging the Committee with
exploring a number of long overdue reforms.
Some can be accomplished by change in the
Council's rules, others will require amendments
to the City Charter, which must be approved
by the voters.

Community Center (4935
Balboa Blvd)
NOW until December 23rd (Monday to
Friday 9 AM-8 PM & Saturdays 9 AM4 PM). Toys will be donated to LA Family
Housing, & Village Family Services.
CD4 Holiday Food Drive | Two Ways
To Donate
Join the Office of Councilmember Nithya
Raman, Silver Lake Community Church,
and Unitarian Universalist Church for a
holiday food drive! There are two ways
to donate:
District Office Drop Off
When: NOW through December 31
Where: Sherman Oaks Field Office
14930 Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks
How: Contact Field Deputy Ryan Ahari
at ryan.ahari@lacity.org or (213) 4242412 to coordinate drop-off.
Drive-Through Donation Drive
When: December 16,10 AM -2 PM
Where: Silver Lake Community Church
(2930 Hyperion Ave, Los Angeles, CA
90027)
OR Unitarian Universalist Church of
Studio City 02355 Moorpark St, Studio
City, CA
91604)
For more info on events of the
season, sign up for our newsletter at bit.ly/
cd4news, and for further information or
assistance, we’re available to help at
contactCD4@lacitv.org or 213-473-7004.
With love and wishes for joyous and
restful holidays, Nithya

Studio City Sherman Oaks Encino News
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A Message from City
Council President Paul
Krekorian
Among the topics to be addressed
are: establishment of a truly independent redistricting commission, entirely free of the
Council’s influence; expanding the number of
seats on the Council and reducing the size of
Council districts to increase representation and
bring the representatives closer to their voters;
changes to the City’s land use and development practices, to limit the discretionary powers of individual Councilembers, reducing the
risk of abuse and corruption; creating the position of Inspector General to review all planning and land use decisions to eliminate corruption and self-dealing by Councilmembers;
limiting the powers of the Council President
and limiting the President’s term of office; and
additional campaign finance reforms, including addressing unlimited contributions to socalled “independent expenditure” committees.
We’re at a turning point in the history of this city. In the wake of recent violations of the public’s trust and failures to meet
the standards of integrity the people deserve
of their elected officials, we can no longer accept business as usual. The people of Los Angeles are calling out for fundamental reform,
and we intend to deliver it.
(Paul Krekorian is President of the L.A. City
Council and the Councilmember for District
2, including neighborhoods in North Hollywood, Studio City, Sun Valley, Toluca Lake,
Valley Glen, Valley Village and Van Nuys.)
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From the Fifth District Supervisor
Each holiday season, I
am inspired by the generosity
of our community. I truly believe that every act of kindness
makes our neighborhoods
stronger and am always moved
to see how people show up for
one another. The thoughtfulness and compassion of Los
Angeles County residents are
on full display this time of year.
In the spirit of giving,
one of my favorite traditions in
L.A. County is the Adopt-aFamily program. In partnership
with the Department of Public
Social Services, anyone can
sponsor a family in need to ensure they have a happy holiday
season.
Each year, this
long-standing program brings
smiles and gifts to more than a
thousand families. Participants
are matched with a family to
fulfill their wish list. Items
range from gifts like toys and
gift cards to household necessities like groceries, clothing,
and cleaning supplies. Giving
is more fun when we do it together, so consider teaming up
with your community group,
organization, business, friends,
or family to adopt a family. Or,

REVOLVER
Say the band’s name—The
Beatles—and the sky becomes
bluer and life takes on a zippier
gait. Add on the word
REVOLVER and everything
starts to swing a little quicker.
The band’s 1966 album,
preceding SGT PEPPER’S
LONELY HEARTS CLUB
BAND by a year, has been a
classic since the day it was
released, but sometimes gets
overshadowed by the iconic
album that came after. That’s
just the way history works. But
this reissue, or more like a
reimagination, of REVOLVER
is mindblowing, to put it mildly.
There
are
several
configurations that can be
found, and the top of the line
version includes just about
everything short of Paul
McCartney and Ringo Starr
personally delivering it. There
are song outtakes, remixes,
remasters and even a 100-page
book digging into every single
detail
associated
with

Nithya Raman (CD4) would lead the
City Council charge to save the
Weddington. Those 16 acres of green
are a carbon sink and help mitigate the
heat island effect from all the concrete
and glass over the valley.
But Harvard Westlake (HW)
does not see it that way. They see this
sight as an opportunity to provide their
800-plus students with a mini Olympic
training facility. Therefore, this site,
after construction, will have a benefit
to 0.02% of the Los Angeles
population. HW is known to be an
academically oriented school and has
a wealth of athletic facilities already.
So why have they decided to go total
jock and feel the need to tear up one
of the last remaining green spaces in
the East Valley? Replacing precious
green space with an 80,000 square foot
gym, two large sports fields, a 50meter swimming pool, hundreds of
bleacher seats, a 500-space parking
underground garage, and toxic
artificial turf.
Where is the extinction
rebellion crowd when it comes to
saving a public green space? Here is
something tangible that has protected
the Studio City community from
overdevelopment and mitigated the
heat island effect for decades. Why are
they not gluing themselves to the
parking lot to the trees to protect them,
rather than despoiling beautiful

Studio City Sherman Oaks Encino News

if you’d prefer to donate items
instead, you can also choose to
donate individual items. Signing up is quick and easy—visit
bit.ly/dpssadoptafamily or dial
(213) 744-4344 to join this
heartwarming and helpful program.
To learn about other
programs and opportunities
available in Los Angeles
County, connect with my office
a
t
KathrynBarger.LACounty.gov
or follow me on Facebook,
Twitter, or Instagram.
With thankfulness in
my heart, and excitement for all
that’s underway in our communities, I’m sending you warm
wishes for a very Merry Christmas, Happy Hanukkah, and a
Healthy New Year.
I look forward to continuing to
represent my Fifth District constituents and supporting your
community in the year to come.
Kathryn Ann Barger (R) is a politician a member of the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors for the 5th District You can contact her at
KathrynBarger.LACounty.gov

Holiday Gift Guide (cont.)

Homeowners of Encino Op Ed by Eliot Cohen
Saving Weddington
The Weddington Golf and
Tennis facility is a unique, irreplaceable
green space beloved by all who have
used it. About four years ago, Harvard
Westlake (HW) purchased the property
for $40 million, a bargain. HW got this
bargain because the Weddington is
zoned for agricultural open space
purposes. The Weddington in 2021 was
designated a Historical Landmark
which one would think would offer a
degree of protection for its 16 acres of
beautiful grass and mature trees; you
would be wrong.
The Tesla-driving, virtuesignaling parents of HW are full of green
hypocritical double think. You would
think they would be the first to try to
save green open space. Weddington is
a remarkable piece of green public space
dating back to the mid-1950s. Angelinos
have learned to play golf and tennis
there for seventy years, practice their
swings and enjoy affordable recreation
there. The City Council claims to be
concerned about the environment. They
have made solar panels mandatory on
all new construction. They have altered
the building codes requiring more
expensive cool roofs. They have
demanded that we stop using gasolinedriven cars and soon, diesel trucks. Los
Angeles has joined other cities banning
natural gas hookups in favor of less
affordable electric appliances.
Therefore, you would think that
Councilman Paul Kerkorian (CD2) and

From Kathryn Barger
LACounty 5th Dist.

REVOLVER. The original 14 songs
from the ’66 release continue to
stand as the foundation of it all, but
the newly-unearthed versions are
thrilling—for
hardcore
Beatlemaniacs. For others, the
Cadillac version of the set—logging
in at about $130—might be a stretch
for all but the most dedicated of the
Fab Four. For them, this is surely a
cause for true celebration, and a time
to remember when the world
changed forever thanks to that little
ol’ band from Liverpool.
—Bill Bentley
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For the holidays, I love to give or
get a warm and stylish coat.
Second-hand shops are an excellent way to find an inexpensive
and eco-friendly winter cover-up!
Zara also has many styles of coats
with a range in price from around
$80 - $200. - Adeline Bunje

Laurel, Mississippi is a long way
from Laurel Canyon, but using this
delicate room spray will deliver an
outdoorsy boost of Southern olive
blossoms to any home. HGTV’s
“Home Town” renovation expert
Erin Napier also designs great
aromas for seasonal gift-giving,
including “Wassail,” “Christmas
Eve,” and “Tree Lot, but for a goto year-round scent, the signature
“Laurel” will be an appreciated gift
or welcome refresh for your own
place. Laurel Linen & Room Spray
from Laurel Mercantile - $19.99 at
laurelmercantile.com
Also Linen & room sprays, lotions
and candles are available at
laurelmercantile.com – Kay Wolf

The SCSOE News Holiday Gift Guide (cont.)
SHOP MULBERRY ROW AND
FIND YOUR HOLIDAY JOY!
LA’s premiere floral shop and
award-winning gift boutique.
Featuring Hanging With Hope
Vintage clothing & accessories,
fine art and jewelry by local
artisans and oh...so much more!
Can’t wait to see you! Mention

AH Gold Label Trees
If you’re looking for an artificial
Christmas tree, take it from us:
there’s nothing online that
compares to Aldik Home’s line of
AH Gold Label Christmas Trees.
They are simply stunning!
Experience the AH Gold Label
difference in person only at Aldik
Home. 7651 Sepulveda Blvd.Van
Nuys, CA. 91405
www.AldikHome.com
- Elizabeth Kate

“Make it a GREEN
Christmas this year
with hand painted,
palm
frond
Reindeer Heads.
Recycled from the
streets of Studio
City and ready for
this ad to receive a 10% discount
front doors and
above fireplaces everywhere. Available (in store only). 13327 Ventura
for $20 at Valley Leather Furniture, Blvd., Sherman Oaks 91423
15609 Ventura Blvd., Encino 91436. - Marci Marks
Leather Recliners and Leather Teddy
Bears make great gifts too!”
-Lorraine Alessandro
Studio City Sherman Oaks Encino News
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Education Corner
Here we are smack dab in the middle
of December! The first real family holiday of
the year – Thanksgiving - has come and gone.
The winter holidays are just around the corner, and we are looking at a minimum of two
weeks’ vacation for our kids. That time away
from school comes with a sense of relief but
also a healthy serving of anxiety. We as parents often don’t have more than a few days off
from work. It’s a precarious game trying to
balance home time for our school-age children
while still showing up to work. The luxury of
working at home, as so many of us now do,
makes the juggling game easier but it’s not
without its challenges. And of course, family
vacations can be difficult, under the best of
circumstances.
We always look forward to the annual gathering of our families at the holidays.
We idealize that time together and imagine it
will be carefree and loving, like the warm and
wonderful scenes in a Christmas movie, everything merry and bright. The reality is often
not quite that. How did Thanksgiving go for
you? What is it about a large meal with extended family that brings out the worst in
people? It could be the combination of rich
food, alcohol, and conflicting views on sports
teams? Maybe.
All efforts to maintain civil behavior seem to fade into the bountiful slices of
pumpkin pie and melt away with the vanilla
ice cream. There’s always the family member
(or two) who drinks too much and gets messy.
In my family, the dinner conversation would
somehow always turn to politics during dessert. Of course, no one agreed, and before long,
fireworks seemed to explode over the table.
We children would look at each other with

by Elizabeth Kate
something akin to terror.
Please God. Not politics. But
there was no stopping it. Like
clockwork, all the kids would
rise and silently start clearing the table. Better
to wash dishes than listen to grownups argue.
The adults never said a word to us,
or maybe they didn’t even notice we’d left.
When the table was finally clean, and the dishes
were sparkling, it was time to go home.
Goodbyes were sprinkled all around and hugs
were exchanged as we hurried to our cars,
clutching our boxes of tasty leftovers from the
feast. Everyone breathed a unified sigh of relief as we drove away into the night. Thanksgiving dinner – check! Moving on.
Erma Bombeck once said, “It
wouldn’t be Thanksgiving without a little emotional scarring.” It’s the deep truth in the words
that makes them funny. To her credit, the illustrious Ms. Bombeck also said, “There are
friends, there is family, and then there are
friends that become family.”
I kind of love that. For me, it is my
friends who make the world go round.
Families. Holidays. Arguments.
Stress. People wax poetic on the importance
of family, but sadly, family life too often is less
than idyllic. Every year we send and receive
holidays cards with photos of our families looking happy and successful. It’s easy to believe
that these lovely families don’t have a worry
in the world – indeed, once more, all merry
and bright. But the truth is hidden behind the
smiles. Family can be precious and beautiful
but also jealous and unkind. Your siblings are
supposed to be your best friends but what if
they are not? People move away from home
and put thousands of miles between themselves

Studio City Sherman Oaks Encino News
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TEEN TALK

With Adeline Bunje
Giving Back this Holiday Season
A Message for Those Applying to
College This Year
Besides the joyous holiday
season being upon us, unfortunately
for high school seniors, so is college
application season.
This can be a really stressful
and pivotal time for seniors, who are
spending hours perfecting their essays
and coming to terms with their
growing up. Here’s how to stay
focused and realistically relaxed this
season.
Understand that college
applications are not everything.
Despite feeling like college acceptance
is the most important thing in life right
now, in the long run of things, you will
end up wherever you are supposed to
be. Whether that is your top college, a
college you never would have
expected to see yourself at, or not at
college at all.
Remember to balance work
and rest. Live in the moment, and
enjoy these last few months of high
school as best you can. Senior year
won’t last forever, but the memories
that you make certainly will. With that
being said, if it is important to you to

put your best foot
forward in a college
application, then it
would be beneficial
for you to make a study plan to
manage the time you spend working
and the time you spend resting and
enjoying your last teenage years.
Lastly, despite the stereotype
that college essays are supposed to
upheave your darkest traumas, you
should know that is not always the
case. You don’t need a sob story to
get into college, you just need to be
true to yourself. Share any life
experiences that you feel showcase
who you are as a person, whether
those experiences are ones of turmoil
or ones of hope.
With all that being said, keep
your head up during these stressful
times, because college application
season will be done shortly after the
new year. Good luck to everyone, and
don’t forget to enjoy the holidays this
winter!

A Senior in a local High School Adeline Bunje, besides writing Teen Talk for the News, is the features editor of her
school newspaper and resides in Studio City.
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Spirited Encounters
The holidays have arrived and with
them come shorter days, cooler temperatures,
and a general sense of excitement in the air.
Now is the time to break out cozy sweaters,
savor the awesome beauty of the great outdoors, spend time with cherished family and
friends, and share festive meals. Why not make
our dinners together even more memorable by
serving extraordinary wine?
In winter, we gravitate towards
hearty and substantial wines – fewer whites,
more reds. While Cabernet Sauvignon and
Pinot Noir enjoy great popularity in the USA,
why not be daring and try something different? Why not Nebbiolo?
Nebbiolo is an aromatic grape hailing from the Piedmont region of northern Italy
at the foot of the Italian Alps. This rustic and
scenic region is also known for its production
of white truffles and hazelnuts. Named for the
Italian word for fog or ‘la nebbia’, as Piedmont tends to be quite chilly and foggy much
of the year, Nebbiolo is the grape used to craft
the legendary wines of Barolo.
The Italians call Barolo, ‘The King
of Wines,’ and for good reason. The wines are
intense and powerful and can age for decades.
Barolo is produced within the borders of a series of towns, including the town of Barolo
itself. A wine can only be called Barolo if it is
produced inside the boundaries of this demarcated zone. Each town’s wine has its own
unique attributes. If you prefer a heavier, tannic red wine, you might choose a Barolo from
the town of Castiglione Falletto. If you enjoy
a red wine with softer, more gentle tannins,
seek out a Barolo from the town of La Morra.
One of the foremost producers of
Barolo is Beni di Batasiolo, meaning ‘The Land
of Batasiolo’. Awinemaking family going back
generations, Beni di Batasiolo is family-owned
and run by Fiorenzo Batasiolo and his beautiful wife, Paola. Beni di Batasiolo is celebrated

REAL ESTATE CORNER

By Elizabeth Kate

as one of the top wine producers of Italy, crafting Barolos in several different Barolo towns,
exemplifying the very best from the ancient
Tortonian and Helvetian soils of the region.
Their many fine wines are examples of excellence in the winemaking world.
Barolo is pale garnet in color and has
a spicy, floral quality on the nose, with plenty
of earthy minerality. On the palate, the wines
are high in acid and tannins. Depending on the
vintage, flavors can include ripe strawberries
and cherries, fragrant rose petals, black tea
leaves, cinnamon, and even tar. The best
Barolos are absolute velvet on the palate with
a gorgeous concentration of flavor that keeps
you coming back for more.
A young Barolo can often be too
powerful and tannic to consume pleasurably.
Aging allows the wines to improve. The flavors soften and gain in complexity. Layers of
spice are added and the wines become more
perfumed. It is said that you must never open a
bottle of Barolo that’s less than 10 years old.
Trust me, it is well worth the wait. Barolo adds
instant elegance to any holiday table. Not a
cheap wine, Barolo may range in price from
$30 to several hundred dollars. Consider it
money well spent.
Nebbiolo wine without the fancy
Barolo moniker is made in Piedmont outside
the towns of Barolo. If Barolo is not in your
budget this year, seek out a Langhe Nebbiolo,
also crafted by Beni di Batasiolo. Langhe
Nebbiolo wines are lighter and fruitier and
extraordinarily delicious at a fraction of the
price of their more famous cousin.
Delicious paired with a variety of
cheeses as well as wild game, rich pastas, and
grilled or roasted meats, Beni di Batasiolo’s
Barolos are true food-lovers’ wines. Try one
this year with your holiday dinner. It’s sure to
become a lasting tradition.
Cin cin! And Happy Holidays!

By Matt Epstein

Better Not Pout, and I’ll Tell You Why,
Many homeowners who have
wanted to sell their home or need to sell their
home for a variety of reasons are feeling a bit
of despair with the current anemic housing
market. Those who want to buy a home are
also experiencing a level of despair and anxiety. I must tell you although the housing market is in somewhat grim shape, it has been
this way before, and it got better.
With rising mortgage rates and affordable homes as well as an inadequate supply of homes I still believe that this too shall
pass. Home buyers and sellers in 1981 faced
similar challenges. We must remember that
although we are nearing 7% interest rates on
home mortgages, they were at 18% in 1981.
People are still buying homes today as they did then if they are priced right.
If you’re feeling discouraged because you
want to sell your home and the market looks
dim you need to remember a few things. I’ve
been an agent during the down-market times
as well as the top. A seasoned agent will understand how to properly price your home in
this market, not the market of six months ago.
Those homes that are properly priced will sell.
Your best bet if you want or need
to sell is to go with an agent that has been
through a down market before and knows
how to work it. People are still buying homes
when they are priced right! With continued
supply shortages and high buyer demand now
is a good time to sell your home. That’s
Point Number 1.
Point Number 2: If you’re interested in buying a home today you might be
able to buy a house that would have cost a bit
more 6 months ago, and although interest rates
are higher, I believe we will see those go down
within a few months. Houses today for the
most part are being placed on the market for
MONTHLY RECIPE

a lower price than you would have seen 6
months ago. Things have changed. I just sold a
home that six months ago would have gone on
the market at a higher price. We priced it correctly and we sold it for close to asking. The
seller needed to sell and still made a great return on their money. Now that seller, who is
now a buyer, will be buying their new home at
a price that is consistent with today’s’ marketplace.
Higher mortgage rates in 2022 are
leading to fewer buyers which decreases the
possibility of bidding wars that we saw months
and months ago.
I do not believe that we are going to
see a market crash. There is still very little inventory out there and that is not the scenario
that would lead us to a market crash. If we had
a glut of homes on the market that weren’t selling, a crash would seem more possible.
Most people in 1981 did not believe
that we would ever go back to single digit
mortgage rates. Since 1991 we have stayed in
the single digits. History tells us that the housing market will get better even though we might
have to go thru some rocky times on the way
back to full recovery.
So, try not to pout but make sure that
if you’re going to sell your home you have an
agent working with you that understands the
marketplace that we are in today. Same for those
of you looking to buy. Go with the experienced
agent who can navigate the marketplace to your
advantage.
So... you better not pout I’m telling you why
The real estate market is coming back to town!
Any questions or comments please contact Matt Epstein from Berkshire
Hathaway HomeServices California Properties at somatt@aol.com or (818)
789-7408. Matt Epstein is considered the expert for real estate sales in
the South/East San Fernando Valley.

By Lorraine Alessandro

Holiday Dinner Brussels Sprouts
Festive Red & Green Brussels Sprouts
with Cranberries look like a Christmas
Tree!
This simple side dish adds a pop of color
to any meal. Looks fancy but so easy.
1 Pound Brussels Sprouts
6 Slices of Bacon
1 Cup Pecan
3/4 Cup Dried Cranberries
1 - 2 Tablespoons of Olive Oil
1/2 Teaspoon Salt

ive oil. Sprinkle with salt. Bake Brussels sprouts at 400 for about 25 minutes until browned…stirring at the
15 minutes mark for even roasting.
Soak cranberries in hot water to
plump up. Toss pecans into a dry
frying pan on medium for about 15
minutes to toast. Assemble in serving bowl by tossing the Brussels
sprouts, cranberries, bacon and pecans. Add a little more olive oil is
necessary or drizzle with balsamic
glaze. Happy Holidays!

Line a baking sheet with foil. Lay on
6 slices of bacon and bake in a preheated 400 degree oven for about 20
minutes until done. Remove from
baking sheet and chop.
Trim off the ends of the Brussels
sprouts and cut in half. Toss onto the
bacon baking sheet into the bacon
drippings. If there isn’t enough to
coat them, add 1 - 2 tablespoons ol-
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On Thursday, November 10, Cybill Shepherd
received the Radford Studio Center Lifetime
Achievement Award as part of the Tenth Studio City International Film Festival. After her
sensational 1971 film debut in the Last Picture
Show led to many iconic movie roles, Shepherd also starred in the wildly popular television series, Moonlighting, which introduced
the world to Bruce Willis. Shepard later starred
in the series, Cybill, filmed on the CBS lot.
The ceremony to honor Shepherd was held at
the Laemmle Theatre in North Hollywood,
where she also participated in a discussion
onstage with festival founder, Steve Sturla. The
SCIFF screened over 150 films, from November 3rd -10th at the Laemmle NoHo.

The Sherman Oaks Chamber of Commerce held their last mixer of the year in the Community Room of the Sherman Oaks Galleria on Tuesday, November 15. (above) On the walls
were displayed movie posters from all of the movies that have filmed at the Galleria over
the years. The list includes Fast Times at Ridgemont High, Valley Girl(aerial, exterior shots),
Night of the Comet, Commando, Back to the Future Part II, Terminator 2: Judgment Day,
Albert Brooks' Mother, Phantom of the Mall: Eric's Revenge, Walk Like a Man (1987),
Innerspace and Chopping Mall.
Long time Studio City resident Carla Olsen (right picture) has played with a who's who of
our favorite musicians over an impressive career. Her latest CD is titled Night Comes
Falling, a duet album with Stephen McCarthy, another local roots rock legend. I first became aware of Olsen when I was a music writer at the LA Weekly and she was a recent
TexPat fronting the band, The Textones, playing around in the vibrant club scene of the 80s.

Bentley’s Beat
A Tribute to Leonard Cohen
Here It Is
The Canadian singer-songwriter is obviously
one of the musical icons of the past half-century, and to take on a tribute album to Leonard
Cohen is a daunting task. This man is no flash
in the pop music pan. And now, how do you
top perfection. Luckily, Blue Note Records and
producer Larry Klein had the brilliant idea of
assembling a core band to work with each artist and let the creative sparks fly where the
music took them. To say the release is a stunner is an understatement. Singer Norah Jones
starts things off on a gorgeous and haunting
rendition of “Steer Your Way” that sets the tantalizing tone for HERE IT IS. Then Peter
Gabriel steps in and kicks the sonic ante to the
highest bar with title song “Here It Is.” Right
away listeners are transported to that place
where Leonard Cohen thrived: higher consciousness. From there Gregory Porter’s devastating “Suzanne” and Sarah McLachlan’s
spellbinding “Hallelujah” cement the fact that
this release is a tribute set which will be very
hard to ever top. As the rest of the eight songs
unfold there is a wave of enveloping empathy
on every one, not just for what Cohen accomplished with his songwriting but really what
humanity has created with music. Musicians
like guitarist Bill Frisell, saxophonist Immanuel
Wilkins, pianist Kevin Hays, pedal steel guitarist Gregory Leisz and several others paint

such a passionate picture of the musical stratosphere that sometimes it gets hard to breath.
When James Taylor steps forward on “Coming Back to You” the skies really part as the
singer brings a whole new aspect of his voice
to the front, which is quickly followed by Iggy
Pop’s punching “You Want It Darker” and
Mavis Staples’ holiness “If It Be Your Will.”
Just when it seems the album has reached the
highest floor, David Gray delivers a shivering
“Seems So Long Ago, Nancy” and Nathaniel
Rateliff’s soul-touching “Famous Blue Raincoat” bring it all home. That leaves guitarist
Bill Frisell and his prayer of an instrumental,
“Bird on the Wire.” The circle is completed
on one of Leonard Cohen’s earliest classics,
and there are really no more words to say as
Frisell’s mind-bending notes drift straight up
to the sky to pay his respects to an artist who
we might not see the likes of again. Hallelujah
for all.
Stephen McCarthy & Carla Olson
Night Comes Falling
Two of long-time roots rock’s most worthy
heroes come together for a duet album that is
a full-on thrill. Both Carla Olson and Stephen
McCarthy have done just about everything you
can do in music the past 45 years, and coming
together like this makes perfect sense. Olson
has been in pivotal bands like the Violators (in
Austin) and the Textones (in Los Angeles) and
performed with just about everyone
worth their collection of guitars. McCarthy, of
course, was a founding member of the Long
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Ryders and also made a name for himself with
an exciting list of collaborations and solo releases. All that said, NIGHT COMES FALLING feels like a sure-fire highlight for both of
them. There is something about the way the
guitarists light fires under each other and push
the music to its very highest levels that is breathtaking. Said to be inspired by one-time Byrds
member and all-time legend Gene Clark, the
songs fly into the air with a reverberating power
not heard that often in the Americana crowd
right now. Maybe it is Clark’s inspiration, but
“We Gotta Split This Town,” “Long Way Back
to Seventeen” and “The Bell Hotel is Burning” are some of the most powerful tracks of
this still-new decade. McCarthy’s
guitarslinging has always been a showstopper,
and along with Olson’s singular chops and both
their inspired vocals, this is a duet made on the
streets of Los Angeles like few others. Produced by the pair along with Mikal Reid, there
is an undeniable sparkling feel to the music,
but also plenty of the dark shadings that have
always been a big part of the City of Angels’
allure. And for a single song to set the true tone
for 2023, “Night Comes Falling” is a clear
winner. There are still years to go on this journey, and every reason to keep on pushing.
McCarhty, Olson, forever.
A Tribute to Billy Joe Shaver
Live Forever
Billy Joe Shaver is a country singer-songwriter
who carved out his own island in the past 50
years. He was the kind of Texan who ran rough
and rowdy but could write songs to make the

McCarthy
was a founding member
of the Long
Ryders, another band I
reported on in
my L.A Dee
Dah days.
R e a d
Bentley's review of the
new album,
(below) and
then head to
Freakbeat
Records in
Sherman
Oaks to get
your copy. A
highlight of
being a pie
taster at a Studio
City
Neighborhood Council
event a few
years back
was the world
class entertainment by
Olsen and her
band. Only in
Studio City.

Happy Holidays!

By Bill Bentley
most hardened listener curl up and cry. What
he could do with the emotional landscape of a
human being was always nothing short of miraculous. It’s no wonder this completely compelling collection of Shaver covers is an essential landing place for anyone who has ever
loved songs based on reality and able to hit the
heart on every try. Perfectly produced by
Charlie Sexton and Freddie Fletcher, the artists involved range from Willie Nelson to Edie
Brickell and each and every one is a heavensent choice. One of Billy Joe Shaver’s kneebuckling ballads opens the collection with
Willie Nelson and Lucinda Williams taking
over “Live Forever.” It is hard to imagine anyone outShavering the writer himself on this
all-timer, but this new version sure gets close.
It is easily one of the best songs written in the
past half-century, and explains the quest for
eternity as vividly as it’s ever been done. Once
Nelson and Williams finish, though, it feels
like everyone on earth has a chance at completion, and it’s just a matter of time before there
is total understanding on the way upward. And
that’s just for starters. Rodney Crowell’s “Old
Five and Dimers Like Me” and Edie Brickell’s
“I Couldn’t Be Me Without You” each offer a
gusher of wonder, as does every single other
song on LIVE FOREVER. Tribute albums live
or die by the greatness of the original songs,
and then take a bullseye choosing of artists who
cover them to make it shine. And this is an album that, yes, will surely live forever. Catch
tomorrow now.
Cont. pg. 15
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The Fall Season Pt 2

CBS
To sum up CBS Network in a nutshell:
"NCIS" Season 20, but without Gibbs
(Mark Harmon) and DiNozzio (Mike
Weatherly) waiting in the wings. "NCIS"
lagged last season, I suspected that this was
to be the last of thevulnerable series.
With Weatherly's series "Bull" pink slipped,
he has expressed interest in returning. Tony
running point as the senior agent on "NCIS"
would give the tired franchise a shot in the
arm, which is needed. There would be no
Ziva (Cote de Pablo) true, but the
wisecracking DiNozzio has his fans. CBS
is also going with the tried and true veteran
shows like the grandaddy of the procedural
"CSI (Vegas)"as well as returning "Criminal
Minds" back to the lineup. They are just
adding a few newbies on “the most watched
network”.
Fire Country Fri 9 PM
Log Line: A young convict joins a California firefighting program looking for redemption and a shortened prison sentence.
He and other inmates work alongside elite
firefighters to extinguish massive blazes
across the region.
Stars: Max Thieriot, Kevin Alejandro, Diane
Farr
This show screams for Jack Webb as a producer. His characters in his shows would
talk about things work buddies talk about,
and most of it was witty in a dry way. Nothing extreme, it was always believable, the
kind of thing you’d expect at a daily job.
This is so lacking in Fire Country. The pilot was thrilling but the next episode was
more a soaper than true drama. Too much
interpersonal stories, and characters who
need to grow up and get over themselves.
Viewers want to see stories about fires, fire
camps, firefighters, and their training rather
than just another soap opera. Thieriot is not
the same intense brooding conflicted super
soldier he is in "Seal Team," (now on Paramount) but that is exactly what this show
needs. Diane Farr ("Rescue Me") has the
most interesting character so far as Thieriot's
mom, his boss, who is dying of kidney disease, and Stephanie Arcila as the Thierot’s
impossible love interest, is the other character that might make it worth watching at
least for one more episode. Their acting is
convincing and far surpasses the male leads.
Also while the show is supposed be Angela
Forest, shot in Vancouver instead. The trees
just don’t look the same.
Why This Will Work: "Seal Team" viewers will turn in for a view, but they must
stay after seeing this plot and Thierot’s new
character.
Why it won’t: They don’t and ratings tank.
Prognosis: One Season.
East New York Fri 10 PM
Log Line: Follows the recently promoted
police captain of East New York, Regina
Haywood, who leads a diverse group of
officers and detectives with her unique style
of leadership.
Stars: Amanda Warren, Kevin Rankin,
Richard Kind and Jimmy Smits

A refreshing approach that doesn’t follow
those weary procedural storylines. The
character driven storylines are instead
engaging and allow for possibilities in the
future. After three episodes, each one has
started developing interesting characters.
The idea of police captain Haywood
(Amanda Warren, NCIS New Orleans)
living in the crime ridden area to connect
with the people is unique and a throw back
to the early 20th century. With Kevin
Rankin (Breaking Bad), Richard Kind (The
Watcher) and Jimmy Smits (Star War
franchise)
Why this will work: Fresh approach with
good storyline and good characters, a
professional vet cast. Warren could get an
Emmy.
Why it won’t: Another detective
procedural on CBS? Done to death.
Prognosis: Another hit for CBS.
Wednesday
Wednesday is Netflix’s newest series based
on The Addams Family. The show focuses on
Gomez and Morticia’s daughter, Wednesday, and
her time at Nevermore Academy, the same boarding school her parents attended. This reimagining
of this Addams Family is turning out to be the
perfect alternate Thanksgiving week viewing.
Generally, everyone is loving on the eight-part
supernatural mystery show, which is a cross between “Vampire Diaries’Salvardore School” and
“Scoobie Do.” The series was produced and
directed by Tim Burton (Batman), known for his
other gothic work such as the live-action adaptation of Alice in “Wonderland,” “Dark Shadows”
and “Beetlejuice.” He was originally was to direct the 1991 feature film, but other commitments
forced Barry Sonnenfeld to direct instead.
Created and written by “Smallville’s” creative
team, Alfred Gough and Miles Millar sees
Wednesday much as Burton and Sonnenfeld saw
her, filled with perfect brooding, iconic hairstyling, and a deft manner of handling the people
and world around her all combining into the most
perfect heart and soul of the character. Thanks to
Latina actress scream queen Jenna Ortega ("Fall
out," X," "666") playing the title role, the show
has taken Christina Ricci’s Wednesday Addams
and expanded on it. Ricci (Yellowjackets) told
E-news in an interview: ”Jenna Ortega doesn’t
require acting help from me. She’s a talented actress and knows the character. She doesn’t need
my input. Wonderful!”
Ricci, who appears in “Wednesday”, has been
in several endeavors from the filmmaker including “The Legend of Sleepy Hollow.”
The show is based on “The Addams Family”, a
fictional
family
created
by
American cartoonist Charles Addams (19121988.) They originally appeared in a series of
150 unrelated single-panel cartoons, about half
of which were originally published in The New
Yorker over a 50-year period from their inception in 1938. The premise was the Addams Family is a satire about the ideal 20th-century
American family but reversed. This peculiar
wealthy aristocratic household delights in
the macabre and are unaware or indifferent that
other people find them frightening. From the cartoons where characters were unnamed, writer
Addams in the 1964 ABC TV series was forced
to give them names. For the series, this The
Addams Family consisted of the Castelian
Gomez, his vampire appearing wife, Morticia,
their children Wednesday and Pugsley, close
family
members Uncle
Fester
&
Grandmama, their butler Lurch (a Frankenstein
monster analog) and Pugsley’s pet octopus,
Aristotle. There is a watchdog character called
Thing - who appears as a disembodied hand.
The movies in 1991 and ’93 added more characters but in “Wednesday” of the original family,
only Grandma and Aristole do not make appear-
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ances. Most of the black humor in “The Addams
Family" derives from the Addamses’ clash with
the rest of the world’s culture. They treat "the
normals" with great warmth and courtesy, even
when the guests express confusion, fear, and dismay at their decor and the sight of Lurch and
Thing. The Addameses are puzzled by the horrified reactions to their own good-natured and (to
them) normal behavior. In “Wednesday” this is
greatly muted since except for a piranha incident
in her normal high school pool, she is banished
to her parents’ old finishing school, Nevermore,
that takes in “outcasts” (read supernaturals) where
the extraordinary students see Wednesday as just
stuck-up and not weird at all.
Not every member of the show’s supposed kooky
characters makes an impression on the show
fans. Some are downright vanilla, much like some
of those dramatis personae in Burton’s flop “Dark
Shadows.” Yet there are some interesting ones
as well. Wednesday’s roomie Enid, (Emma
Myers) is a budding Werewolf who can’t transform, the two react together as if oil and water.
(Great dialogue between them.) I recall another
duo in “Buffy the Vampire Slayer” that started
out the same way, Buffy Sumners and Willow
Rosenburg. They too started out as antagonists
and became great friends. There is even a resemblance physically between the actresses
Myers and Hannigan.
While reviews for “Wednesday” aren’t all glowing, it’s still receiving the best critical notices for
a Tim Burton project in many a year.
I found it pure fun, and though there are a few
rocks along the way, especially in the ridiculous
number of false clues in the plot line, it’s still
pretty much smooth sailing for Burton and
Ortega. Binge it.
Now Streaming on Netflix.
Andor
Created by Tony Gilroy from Lucas’ Star Wars
Main cast Diego Luna, Stellan Skarsgard,
Genevieve O’Reilly, Denise Gough, Kyle
Soller, Fiona Shaw and Forest Whitaker
Let’s face it. Star Wars has been disappointing
since Disney absorbed Lucasfilms. The

misfires of the recent The Book of Boba Fett
was only good for telling viewers how Fett
escaped the sandworm, and then there was
the uneven Obi-Wan Kenobi, started out with
a full head of steam, only to peter out after 4
of the 8 episodes. Finally let not forget as
well the controversial Skywalker Trilogy
Finale where heroine Rey turns out to be no
other than the not so dead Emperor's grand
daughter. This has not exactly left the Wars
franchise in good shape with Disney
subscribers.
Andor changes this. This prequel to Rogue
One is overdue. It is Star Wars for adults.
Not for kids. It’s not “cute”. It is not a Hasbro
merchandising opportunity. It’s beautifully
written, directed and acted. It’s very dark. It’s
gritty. It’s violent. It’s depressing.
Diego Luna reprises his gritty persona as
Cassar Andor. And while it’s his origin story,
it is something more. It is a peek behind the
curtain at the oppression of the Empire, the
careless handling of Imperial affairs with its
lack for humanity - destroying whole planets
with its ham handed practices mining
resources, which in turn fuels the nascent
growing rebellion. This is exact reason why
the Empire will develop that "Death Star" that
will vaporize whole rebellious planets. An
easy way to keep control.
Since Andor stumbled on a crashed Imperial
Star cruiser at age 6 and saw the Empire
massacre his tribe as punishment for looting
it, he has been at odds with the Empire. He
has spent his life stealing Imperial technology
and selling the tech on the black market.
As the show opens, during his search for what
happened to his family, Luna takes his anger
and disappointment of another failed search
out on two minor security functionaries whom
he kills when they annoy him. This in turn
causes him to run afoul of a security chief Syril Karn (an incredible performance from
stage actor Kyle Soller) who tracks him down
to what Karn believes is Andor’s home planet,
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'Saving' Op Ed
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paintings that are our collective historical
and aesthetic legacy? Why is the City
Council ignoring a petition of 13,000
signatures? Why are they willing to plague
the residents in and around the Weddington
with amplified noise, obnoxious stadium
lighting, and more traffic?
Has anybody even considered the
vast amount of pollution that is going to take
to build HW Olympic village? How much
diesel will be consumed digging the
minerals out of the earth and transporting
them? How much coal and hydrocarbons
will be used to smelt the minerals into steel,
aluminum, concrete, glass, and plastic that
will go into this immense facility? How
many tons of CO2 will be generated by the
hundreds of thousands of cubic yards that
must be dug up and moved? How much
more carbon will be admitted into the air as
all those old-growth trees are cut down?
Who will show the bird species at
the Weddington mercy, where will the
squirrels get their next meal as the
Weddington is torn apart? Where will the
golfers and tennis players find a new place
to play their favorite sport, as Los Angeles’s
public facilities are already highly
overcrowded?
There are some things that must
be preserved for the public benefit. Not
everything in this world is buy-right. To
destroy the Weddington for the sake of a
few families with other locations better
suited is a travesty and an ecological crime.
Homeowners of Encino urges the City
Council to preserve and protect the
Weddington as it is now.
Homeowners of Encino desires the City
Council to have Parks and Recreation
operate this facility perpetually for the
benefit of all the citizens in the City and
find an appropriate place for Harvard
Westlake to build their athletic dreams.
Eliot Cohen-President of Homeowners of
Encino
homeownersofencino@gmail.com
Education
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and family for a reason. Just because someone
is related to you doesn’t mean you like them.
Or have anything in common with them. It
makes sense that these annual gatherings are
often fraught with tension.
The blood link is considered strong,
but families that can actually live and play together peacefully through the years have a
unique gift. It is the exception, rather than the
rule. The rest of us must do the best we can.
The modern world has created families through
marriage, divorce, blended families, and adoption. Many of us have made our own families
from a ragtag group of misfits who simply fit
together - like missing puzzle pieces, reunited
at last. The people in our lives should love us
for our imperfections, not in spite of them. Like
a beautiful, chipped bowl. Perfectly imperfect.
During this holiday season, remember to be
grateful for the people we call ‘family’ in our
lives. Not the ones we are supposed to love,
maybe, but the ones we do love. Like the
chipped bowl. Perfect.
Happy Holidays to you and yours.

Andor

Bentley

Cont. from Pg. 13

Ferrix. Unknown to both, they are on a
collision course with an architect of the
rebellion, former Jedi Knight Luthen Rael
(Stellan Skarsgard, Chernobyl) - now an
antiquities seller whose web of power includes
disparate factions: in the Senate (Sen. Mon
Mothma, Genevieve O’Reilly - Rouge One);
in the Imperial Secret Police (Supervisor Lonni
Jenn - Robert Emms of HBO’s Chernobyl );
and other Separatist factions, factions including
Saw Gerrera (in Rogue One,) and his
followers. Again Forest Whitaker reprises the
1/2 machine and human, Gerrera.
Rael is there on Ferrix to recruit Andor’s
talents as part of seven-man mission to steal
the payroll of an Imperial facility on Aldhani
to fund the rebellion. When they meet on
Ferrix, Karn and his team jumps in for the
arrest and loses his team to a shootout with
the duo. Rael's abilities that are demonstrated
during this melee proves he is not a mere
antique dealer. After he escapes, Karn is called
into his security office and is fired for
exceeding orders. In disgrace he returns back
to his home planet to live with his mother. He
does not forgot the man that caused his ruin,
Cassar Andor. He vows revenge.
The successful caper on the Aldhani is
completed, but at the cost of ½ of Andors’ team.
The heist attracts the attention of ISB
investigator Dedra Meero (future Emmy
winner Denise Gough) Her scenes add much
unspoken emotion to the chase of Andor and
drives the rest of the show after her original
introduction as a mere social climber. It attracts
the attention of Karn, as well. He survived this
rebel leader they are hunting code named
‘Axis,’ and offers his help to locate Andor, who
was with 'Axis’ when the bust went south.
Meero rebuffs him, but secretly puts him under
surveillance. Andor must be captured. The
investigation to determine Axis true identity
means Andor must be interrogated. Even if
he doesn’t survives this interrogation
(probable) Meero will have ID of Axis. Rael
knows this as well (through supervisor Lonni
Jenn who has kept him informed) and Rael’s
associates are searching for Andor to silence
him. In order to maintain Jenn’s cover, Rael
allows a known Rebel attack to be ambushed.
This sacrifice he explains to Jenn is part of the
long game. As Andor heads for Ferrix to attend
his adopted mother’s funeral, all the parties
hunting him meet on Ferrix for the explosive
finale.
Andor is excellent because even if it was not
related to Star Wars, this show would hold up
perfectly on its own as terrific sci-fi. In great
cold war dramas and WW2 spy movies small
people struggling and winning against the
uncaring oppressors is a universal theme.
Lucas exploited hints of these in the second
Skywalker trilogy. Rogue One writer Tony
Gilroy gives these oppressors and their foes
center stage in Andor, and Star Wars is the
better for it.
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Angela Strehli
Ace of Blues
Timing is everything. Singer Angela Strehli has
been in the thick of the Austin blues scene since
the late 1960s. Singing in bands like Angela &
the Rockets and Southern Feeling, helping launch
Antone’s nightclub at the very start of its days on
East Sixth Street, and then moving to the Bay
Area 30 years ago and singing there with a wide
range of people. Through it all Strehli has remained true to what she feels the deepest: the
blues and soul music as done by the masters of
American music. ACE OF BLUES is the kind
of album an artist has a chance to make only once.
It lets them look back at all their years in the thick
of life and making music, and really take measure of what it all adds up to for them. For Angela Strehli that still means the blues and all the
friendships she’s had with seminal artists like
Muddy Waters, B.B. King, Buddy Guy, Junior
Wells and fellow Austin artist in the ’70s and
’80s Stevie Ray Vaughan. It’s a wide range of
musicians that few younger artists had a chance
to get close to then. The twelve songs here read
like a Who’s Who from the very best in American blues history, from Waters, Bobby “Blue”
Bland, Elmore James, Jimmy Reed and more.
Most importantly, the woman’s voice can stand
up to anyone. Strehli has a depth of feeling on
these recordings that is nothing short of overwhelming. The blues is all about how much reality can be injected into a song, so that those who
hear it know what the singer is feeling. There is a
one-on-one relationship with blues that is unique,
because the music essentially exists to turn
hardship into happiness. That is the whole deal.
It is why the music has remained a lifeline to
listeners for over a hundred years. There is no
substitute. Angela Strehli understands that as well
as anyone who has ever sung the blues, and the

way she opens up on this album is nothing short
of striking. It is all here, right where it has always
been: inside this woman. Now it’s coming out to
show that nothing is ever too late. Right on time.
Neil Young
World Order
When it’s time to take a broad sweep of life on
the planet and try to capture how we got here
and maybe find a way forward, leave it to Neil
Young to ride to the rescue. Young has always
had a view of life that approaches the world from
a different angle. Whether he’s cruising through
the clouds or scuffling through the gullies, there
is a sense of the emotional explorer in him. His
songs capture the spectrum from pure love to
outright outrage, but always with an unique sense
of consciousness. WORLD ORDER goes the
full-on distance in taking on everything. There is
a profound sense of awareness of where we are
now and the obstacles that lurk right outside the
window. These songs started as whistled melodies on Neil Young’s walks through the woods,
and from there found their way to a flip-phone
and then a page before ending up in the ShangriLa studio with producer Rick Rubin. On the final song on the first disc, “The Wonder Won’t
Wait,” Young sings, “Take some time to live before you die / ‘Cause the wonder won’t wait / no
the wonder won’t wait for you / to stand outside
yourself...” That’s about as solid a suggestion as
could be imagined. And then the second disc fires
wild with the 13-minute long “Chevrolet,” which
is a pure Neil Young rip-roarer with high octane
guitar solos and his erstwhile band Crazy Horse
pushing him into the zone. In so many ways the
album feels like a summation of all the many
parts of the man’s life, but at the same time becomes a soulfully telescopic daze into the future.
Best of all there is such a solid sculpting of reality that in the end everything in life seems possible. Still forever Young.
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4163 Longridge Ave.– SO – $6,499,000 Matt Epstein (818) 681-2000
Stunning Mediterranean Villa in Longridge Estates. Attention to detail & quality of materials has been merged to create a private oasis of spectacular beauty &
functionality. This 6 bedroom 5 1/2-bathroom home sits on just under a beautifully landscaped1/2 acre lot. All in all, this is a home that offers west-side designer
style in the Longridge Estates & exemplifies the best of the indoor/outdoor lifestyle that makes living in Southern California a delight. This is one not to be missed!
6Br+5.5Ba 6,725 SqFt on a 20,000 SqFt Lot

3372 Longridge Ter. – SO –$2,995,000
Matt Epstein (818) 681-2000
This amazing home in Sherman Oaks is on the end of a cul de sac. Five
bd and 3.5 ba with jet-liner views of the SFV, open floor plan, wine
room, two fireplaces, and much more. Home also has an open office
space, a wine room, and a spacious family room which could be made
into a fantastic home theater. Wake up to the sounds of birds singing,
canyon breezes, and spectacular sunrises every morning. There is simply
nothing else in the marketplace like this amazing property it has to be
seen to be believed. 5Br+3.5BA in 3,838 SqFt on a 43,679 SqFt Lot.
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5600 Ostin Ave.– Woodland Hills $1,445,000
Matt Epstein (818) 681-2000
A fabulous mid-century modern ranch house in a great neighborhood in
Woodland Hills. This unique home offers lots of natural light and flows
beautifully from the kitchen to the dining room, to the living room. The backyard
has a pool and a built-in fire pit. This house is not one to be missed! 5Br+3Ba
in 3,012 SqFt on a 11,396 SqFt Lot.
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